


- 07:00 a.m. – The driver of our agency arrives in Kotor at the main bus station or 
at an already agreed destination. From there, the route to our base camp, locat-
ed in the very heart of the Tara river canyon, where you can enjoy in a beautiful 
environment and landscapes
- 11:00 a.m.- 11:30 a.m. – Arrival to our camp, a welcome drink, followed by a brief 
introduction to rowing practice and safety procedures that will be explained to 
you by a skipper.
- 12:00 p.m.- 03:00 p.m. – 04:00 p.m. – Rafting starts in Brštanovica through the 
famous Tara canyon towards Šćepan Polje which lasts 3-4 hours (depending on 
the water level) with short breaks for photographing, refreshing, jumping from 
rocks and swimming, as well as a visit to the coldest stream of Tara Šipčanica. 
And also short breaks at the most beautiful rapids and waterfalls ..
- 03:00 p.m. – 04:00 p.m. – 05:00 p.m. – After the rafting is the return to our base 
camp where will be served traditional lunch, and after lunch, the arrangement 
ends and the driver will take you back to Kotor.

- Two meals
- Professional driver
- All necessary rafting equipment and certified skippers
- All transports during the arrangement by our vehicles
- Guarded parking lot for your private vehicles

- Rafting tax on Tara river in amount of 4.30 € per person 
per day
- Accident insurance during the arrangement in amount of 
1.00 € per person per day
- Extra services upon request
- All other expenses that have not anticipated by the pro-
gramme

Price includes

Price doesnt include

Arrangemenent price per person: 79€ 

5,30€ 

Total tax:



- The listed hours, as well as the program schedule are changeable according 
with your needs and requirements.
- Previous experience unnecessary.
- The program schedule can be extended or combined with other arrangements 
from our offer.
- The offered program can be realized during the week.
- Payment in KM or €.
- Unnecessary minimum number of participants for the realization of the ar-
rangement.
- Discount for group over 10 people.
- Guaranted maximum  security and comfort.
- Required ID and passport.
- This program is subject to the GENERAL TRAVEL CONDITIONS of the Encijan 
Agency in accordance with the Law on Tourism of BiH

Basic information:



If you have decided to be our guests and take this adventure with us, we think 
you should know a few important recomendations and advices regarding your 
staying at our camp during your arrangement, so you can be as comfortable as 
possible.

What you should bring with you depends on your needs and habits. Here we re-
mind you , when it comes to the trip, what usually should be packed in a suitcase

1. First and primary thing that you need to pack is your

personal and travel documents that you need for pass-

ing the border crossing.

2. Personal hygiene items, towels and the Sun block

cream.

3. Bathing suits / shorts that you will wear under the

neoprene suit.

4. Some light and comfortable warderobe for day, and

some light jacket or some thick cotton hoodie for the 

evening hours.

5. Some appropriate sport footwear and additional pair

of shoes or sandals.

6. In case your arrangement includes hiking or trek-

king tour, please bring adequate wardrobe adapted for 

mountain conditions, some high quality shoes or hik-

king boots, some small backpack, waterproof jacket or 

raincoat, hat or cap for the protection from Sun.

7. Cameras, mobile phones, chargers etc. that you can

bring on the rafting boats without the fear that it might 

get wet, because on the every boat you will have water-

proof bags that you can put your stuffs in.

8. If you are a smoker, don’t forget to bring enough.

9. If you use some kind of medicatons, don’t forget to

bring it with you.

Do not forget !

Flashlight – Althoug the camp is 

urbanized “settlement” and

each cabin has electricity, please 

note that you are in the nature, 

and for your

convenience in the outskirts of 

the camp, as well as outside of 

it, the simplest (cheapest)

flashlight be very desirable.

What to bring on your trip

If you are still in doubt and you have any questions about the organization of your pack-
age, do not hesitate to contact us at any of the below offered ways, we are at your ser-
vice almost 24 hours. All the information you can get, primarily by contacting us 
via e-mail: encijan@teol.net and phone numbers +387 58 211 150 ; +387 65 626 588 
Welcome!


